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Luxury new build 5-bedroom villa for sale in San José, Ibiza
Spain »  Ibiza »  San José »  07830
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Plot size
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OVERVIEW

Large new villa with excellent quality finishes and a
rooftop solarium with a jacuzzi, chill out area and
beautiful views of the sea and hills.

Brand new upscale villa with a built area of 450m² on a 15,000 m² plot with a large
garden, pool and sea views located on the road between Ibiza Town and the village
of San José, near the best beaches on the west coast of the island.

Currently under construction, this luxury residence will boast a huge, beautiful
Mediterranean style garden with palms, cactus, fruit trees and many different areas
for dining, swimming and relaxation.

This is a single storey home with a hall, dining-living room, guest toilet, 5 bedrooms
with en-suite bathrooms, 1 further bathroom, a kitchen and large terraces. The first
floor accommodates a spectacular sun terrace with a jacuzzi, chill out area and sea
views. Furthermore, the house has a large cellar to be used as required by the new
owner.

The location and characteristics of this fantastic luxury villa make it a prime private
residence with enormous short-term rental potential.

Please note that the price shown is for the property in its current condition.

lucasfox.com/go/ibz6839

Mountain views, Sea views, Garden,
Swimming pool, Terrace, Jacuzzi,
Private garage, Natural light, Vineyards,
Modernist building, Parking,
Underfloor heating, Air conditioning, Alarm,
Barbecue, Built-in wardrobes,
Chill out area, Domotic system,
Double glazing, Equipped Kitchen, Heating,
Near international schools, New build,
Pet-friendly, Solar panels, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Utility room
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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